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GO WEST IN 2012

Members of Fine Gael:
Brian Walsh TD, Sen. Fidelma
Healy Eames and Seán Kyne TD

ENCOURAGING
EMPLOYMENT
SINCE he was elected in
Galway West in 2011, Fine
Gael TD Seán Kyne has
worked hard to serve this
diverse constituency, which
stretches from Oranmore to
the Aran Islands and will soon
include south Mayo.
Deputy Kyne has
encouraged job creation,
whether by highlighting
barriers to employment
(including rates and access to
credit) or by contributing to the
debates on the Jobs Action
Plan and the Jobs Initiative –
the latter of which was crucial
for tourism, one of Galway’s
strategic industries.

He is determined that
properly-regulated financial
advice and support be
made available to people
(particularly mortgage
holders) and, while supportive
of maintaining the Social
Protection budget, has also
pressed for reform of IT
and management practices
to ensure that the reduced
resources reach those who
most need them.
In relation to infrastructure,
he has highlighted various
constituents’ concerns with
both the NRA and NTA and
the recognised need for
the Galway Outer Bypass
currently before the European
Court of Justice. He has
constantly emphasised the
importance of rural, DEIS
and Gaeltacht schools to
their respective communities
and raised awareness of
agricultural issues affecting
Galway’s farming community.
Tá an-súim aige an teanga
na Gaeilge a chosaint agus a
fhorbairt.
Equality is a key issue for
Seán, who places a great
value on the building of a fair
and equal society where the
rights of all are respected

and vindicated. Visit www.
seankyne.ie to learn more
about his constituency work.

BOUTIQUE HOTEL
NEWLY opened The
Talbot in Belmullet is a family
run, four-star boutique hotel
offering 21 luxury guestrooms,
each individually designed
with the highest levels of
comfort in mind.
The hotel’s unique West
of Ireland location – nestled
between Broadhaven and
Blacksod Bay in County Mayo
– makes it the ideal location
to explore the beauty of
stunning Erris with its friendly
people and activities galore,
such as golf, pony trekking,
hill walking, surfing, boat
trips, diving, angling, and clay
pigeon shooting, as well as
gorgeous, blue flag beaches.
The relaxed and stylish
ambience of The Barony
restaurant reflects the
sophisticated feel of The
Talbot. If you are looking for
somewhere that is stylish, a
little out of the ordinary and
a bit special with attention
to detail and a dedication to
fresh local produce, you need

venture no further.
The Talbot caters for
all special occasions,
with unique, personalised
weddings that have the ‘wow
factor’. It offers a selection of
exceptional packages ranging
from an invigorating round
of golf on the award-winning
Carne Golf Course to relaxing
treatments from Beautified
Beauty Salon.
‘Beauty treatments for one,
great golf for another…you
decide’.
The Talbot is celebrating
two impressive awards
recently, the 2012 Georgina
Campbell award and a
Trip Advisor Certificate
of Excellence, where
members have consistently
recommended The Talbot with
the highest praise, currently
ranked No.1 in Mayo. See
www.thetalbothotel.ie.

The Talbot

BALLYMORRIS
POTTERY

fabulousfood-fast!

Creates hand thrown
stoneware pottery.
Beautiful range of
pottery and ceramics to
cater for every occasion.
Specialists in commissioned
work for presentations
and weddings. Designed
with logos and inscriptions.

The Perfect Present

BALLYMORRIS
POTTERY SCHOOL
Classes, parties and events.
Memories to treasure,
with your child’s hand or
feet imprinted in clay.
T: 091 761466
www.delight.ie
Opening Hours
Monday - Friday
8.30am - 4.30pm
Renmore Avenue • Renmore • Galway
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Ballymorris Pottery, Cratloe, Co. Clare
T: 061 357118 E: Hannah@BallymorrisPottery.com
www.ballymorrispottery.com
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